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Abstract:
As an altemative to the trying, yet required, task of scheduling rehearsals, a new invention is presented. The
De-Scheduler Virtual Rehearsal System is designed to allow rehearsals to be conducted with ill participants,
even when those participants cannot be physically present. A holographic image of each participant is projected
in real time into a rehearsal space whenever that person has a scheduling conflict. Rehearsals take place with a
combination of persons physically in the space and interactive, real-time, holographic images of "absent,'
participants. The holographic projections can "feel" and be "felt" by the other participants, including other
holographic projections. The tactile, auditory, and visual abilities of a "live" person are also possessed by the
holograms. They are in every way, functional substitutes for a physically-present performer. There are several
advantages to the De-Scheduler. Firstly, the rehearsal process is made more efficient because no rehearsals are
ever missed. No longer must stage managers pull their hair out trying to make rehearsal schedules! Currently,
there is no other system for conducting rehearsals when there are scheduling conflicts. Secondly, existing
holography technology does trot allow for astral projection of one's own image into another space so that one
can "feel" the other occupants of the space. Third, the De-Scheduler allows artists to work together without
physical travel. Not even Star Trek: TNG in the24th century has this technology for real, living creatures!

Research: Tangible
The De-Sclieduler Virtual Rehearsal System is centered on the ability to project, at will and in real time,
holographic images that possess the tactile, auditory, visual, and artistic abilities of the performer. Therefore,
research for this invention revolves almost exclusively around the technology of holographic imagery currently
available and how that technology is deficient with respect to that of the De-Scheduler. Several attempts at
producing life-like holography are underway around the world. Following are notable examples that approach,
but do not rival, the capabilities of the De-scheduler.

Current Holo qraphic Technol osy
The Musion@ EyelinerrM System is a high-definition holographic video projection system allowing
spectacular three-dimensional moving images to appear within a live stage setting. Live or virtual siage
presenters can appear alongside and interact with virtual images of humals or animated characters. Just about
the only thing you can't do is shake their hands - or at least, only virtually. www.e)zeliner3d.com. Following, is
a video demonstrating the Musion Eyeliner System technology with Prince Charles of England as the hologram.
You will see that the hologram is 2-dimensional, has static content, and does allow for improvisation.
littp://www.musionmedia.co.uk/prince_charles.html. This technology does allow for interactive sessions
between live presenters and virtual images. However, it does not produce holograms that possess the sense
capabilities and artistic talents of the performer. The live performers and the holograms cannot "feel" each
other.

Technology by Vizrt and SportVu uses the help of forty-four HD cameras and twenty computers. This
technology produced CNN's hologram http://sizmodo.corn/S076663/horv-the-cnn-holographic-intervierv-
slzstetn-works. Following are the specific, steps that are executed when using this technology.

o 35 HD cameras pointed at the subject in a ring.
o Different cameras shoot at diff-erent angles, to transmit the entire body image.



The cameras are hooked up to the cameras in a home base in NY, synchronizing the angles so
perspective is correct.
The system is set up in trailers outside the Obama and McCain Headquarters.
Not only is there mechanical tracking via camera communication, there is also infrared tracking.
Correspondents see a37-inch plasma screen where the return feed of the combined images is fed
back to them.
Twenty "computers" are crunchine these data in order to make it usable.

o Camera operators only used two out of more than 40 total camera feeds that CNN possesses.
o The delay is either minimal, or viewers have become accustomed to satellite delay and no longer

not ice i t .
o An array of computers takes the "cmnched" info feed from the subject's side in order to mesh it

with the video from studio side.
Unfortunately, these images are not actually "projected" onto the floor of the CNN studio so that the announcer
can actually talk to the hologram "face to face." Only after computers merge the video feeds together do you get
a coherent-looking hologram and person scenario. None of the sense capabilities are afforded the hologram in
the way allowed by the De-Scheduler. A live person's essence is not projected in real time as is the case with
the De-Scheduler.

Infosys is a huge technology conglomerate in India known as "the Taj Mahal of training engineers." The
company says it is developing 3-D imaging handsets that will be able to project free-standing holographic
environments and photos that one will be able to rotate, move through, and dissect. They mention applications
such as analyzing crash sites, helping medical students practice surgery and gaming. This idea of practicing
surgery remotely, involves telepresence through teleconferencing. Transmitted information may include medical images,
multi-point audio and video conferences, a patient's medical records and output data from medical devices.
The quality of the image transmitted is essential for the doctor. Although there is no communication from or by the hologram,
in some ways, there is more connection between the person and the hologram than in the other technologies mentioned above.
In this case, a real person is interacting with the image of another real person, revealing his physical dis/abilities and ailments
closely. However, there is little semblance between this Infosys technology and the De-Scheduler. There is a surly article on
Infosys technology found at http://www.cracked.corn/blog/holograrn-technology-by-201 0-laser-swords-to-
fb1low/.

This year, researchers at Japan's Chiba University are attempting to project moving images in 3D, i.e., create
projectable holograms. They announced that they've developed a hologram generator on a single circuit board
that generates holograms on an LCD panel.
http://electronicdesien.com/Articles/lndex.cfrn?AD:1&ArticlelD:8812. Although the holograms would be
"projectable" they would lack the sensory and artistic abilities of the subject being projected. The De-Scheduler
allows for this sensory output.

MIT's Spatial Imaging Group has been working for the last decade on creating moveable, interactive
holograms in real time. The Holovideo project has prototype displays in operation. It's also working on a
"haptic" holovideo project that enables viewers to "feel" and interactively modify simple holographic images
using a force-feedback device." http://www.crackecl.com/blory'holoqram-technoloey-bl/-20 l0-laser-swords-to-
fbllow/. The De-Scheduler is superior to this device in that this device only allows viewers to interact with a
pre-made holographic image, not the astral projected image of a real person's essence, in real-time. The De-
Scheduler allows participants to actually "BE" in rehearsal.
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"The Light Biology Applications Laboratory at the University of Texas Southwestern recently used Texas
Instruments'Digital Light Processing (DLP) digital micrornirror devices to develop a real-time, digitally driven
3D holographic display. The lab has completed proof-of-concept demonstrations using computer-generated
holograrns." The De-Scheduler is superior to this invention because it does not use a computer-generated
hologram, it uses a downloaded real essence/image of a participant.

While we're waiting for holographic projection to emerge from the lab ready for prime time, Laser Magic
Productions has developed a family of 3D projection technologies that provide the illusion of screenless 3D
projection. The TransScreen Transparent Video Projection Screen is built from a microscopic pattern of
particles that makes the screen invisible to viewers." www.laser-rnagic.com The De-Scheduler does not
require a screen. Images are projected directly into the space and stand alone as a 3-D individual, free of
projection screens.

r,M3l,abs' AirStrike interactive holograms are an example of the way the De-scheduler would project the
person's 3-D stand-alone image tliat could react to others' movement. But the De-scheduler does not require a
screen and the interaction is mutual. http://www.popfi.com/2008/04/23linteractive-holoerams/

Research: Philosophical
Among the readings this semester, Hamlet on the Holodeck: The Future of Narrative in Cyberspace, by Janet
Murray seems to shed light on some of the issues associated with this invention. Janet Murray predicts that
Web movies will move beyond simple clips of video and will evolve to share rnore sophisticated abilities with
that of fihn, making it a more narrative art. She posits that the enoffnous capacity and malleability of the
computer aiiows us to view ourselves, our place in our own colnmunities, and the global community at large in
endless ways. However, she does not give us guidelines about the most useful views to which we should give
our attention and energy. Holographic imagery is one area that merits atter.rtion. This technology is a further
exploration of representing human experience that film and seems to be a natural progression from that
medium. It goes beyond 2-dimensional images like film and, if paired with the sense capabilities of the De-
Scheduler, comes extremely close to interacting face-to-face, in a tactile way with a person who is far away.

Additionally,Intro to "Robot in the Garden, " - Chapler I - Thc Uniclttc Phenorncnon o.f a Distance, suggests
themes related to the De-Scheduler. The first point of relevance involves the author's critique of deception on
the Internet. The De-Scheduler seeks to ferret out deception by forcing each participant to place his/her palm
on a palm-pad that reads his,4rer personal information. Information captured and stored includes name, date,
time, temperature, location, involvement in the arlistic work (character name or role) and other pertinent
information paramount to successfully identifying the participant. The second place of intersection with this
article involves a quote from the new media intellectual, Borgmann. Borgmann claims there is a sharp contrast
between the suppleness of natural experience and the brittleness of computer rnediated experience. The De-
Scheduler seeks to create that suppleness of natural experience within a computer-mediated environment. One
need not be substituted for the other. Projecting the "essence" of the participant, with sense abilities intact, in
real time, interacting with other "live participants" or holograms, cornes closer to a "real" interaction and less
like dealing with a computer interface.

Full Project Description
Coordinating artists' schedules is intense at best. However, it is critical that artists rehearse in the same place at
the same time, in order to "feel" each others' timing, visual cues, and kinesthetic rhythm. To alleviate the
annoyir.rg and ubiquitous problem of trying to scheclule rehearsals, The De-Scheduler Virtual Rehearsal System
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is developed. The De-Scheduler is a device that allows each artist to project a holographic image of himlherself
into a common space occupied by other holographic images or real persons. One space is reserved for a
rehearsal. All participants are equipped with the De-Scheduler interface that is about the size of a scientific
calculator, with self-explanatory instruction buttons.

Each participant "logs on" first by placing his/her hand on a pahn-pad which reads all identification
information, such as name, date, time, location, temperature, role in performance. The participant then presses
the "login" button on the interface and projects his image into that space at a time convenient for him,iher. If
s,&e is the first person to "1og on," s/he rehearses the material alone. That session is "saved" to the memory of
the De-Scheduler once the participant has finished. Other participants 1og on at other times convenient for
them. They are able to access the complete content of the previous participants' rehearsal sessions. They
rehearse virtually along with those previously-recorded holographic images and add their own digestion of the
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material. They are able to "feel" and interact with the holographic images and the results of this joint session
are stored into memory, accessible by all participants. The result is a "compounding" of the rehearsal
experience. Each log on adds more interaction and intbrmation to the rehearsal; the rehearsal itself becomes a
changing entity, just as it would be if all were in one place at one time. Once the total complement has logged
on and rehearsed either alone or with others at least once, all participants log on simultaneously for one session
only. This is the only "mandatory rehearsal time" for participants. Each participant accesses the compounded
information found in the rehearsal session saved in the De-Scheduler's memory. A11 review the material
simultaneously and then project their holographic images into the rehearsal space at the same time. A dancer in
a studio in France is joined by the image of a musician in Senegal and they are joined by five actors in the US.
Their holographic images allow for sensory input such that they are able to see and to "feel" each other as they
would if their bodies were together. They save the content of this "grand rehearsal" session and use it as the
basis for their subsequent logins. The process continues and repeats itself until the week of the show. The
performers show up for tech rehearsals and perfbrm the material as a unit, with the same accuracy that would
have been obtained in a traditional rehearsal. There are severaljustifications for this invention. First and
foremost, currently, there is no other system for conducting rehearsals when there are scheduling conflicts.
Performers are often cut from the work if there schedules are present too many conflicts. Secondly, as is
described in detail above, existing holography technoiogy does not allow for astral projection of one's own
image into another space so that one can "feel" the other occupants of the space. Thirdly, the De-Scheduler
allows artists to work together without physical travel. Not even Star Trek: TNG in the 24Ih century has this
technology for real, living creatures! Following is a video clip that provides an example of the performers'
experience. http://www.lvoutube.com/watch?v:lMEb4HOWe4k&feature-related.

Timeline of Tasks for Remainder of Semester

March 17, after class

Description of Deliverables
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